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Abstract

A disciplined design process does not guarantee a com-
plete and flawless model of a planning problem, even
with the existing methods and tools available in the AI
community. A post-design project phase can identify
essential hidden knowledge and directly impact the fi-
nal planning system. The central theme of this paper is
the design of a domain-independent framework to struc-
ture the post-design process of planning applications
for a better understanding and capture of missing re-
quirements. The framework feeds the re-modeling pro-
cess, closing the loop of the design cycle. We describe
the conceptual model of such post-design framework,
named Post-Design Application Manager (postDAM).

Introduction
Since the end of the 1990s there has been an increasing in-
terest in the application of AI planning techniques to solve
real-life problems. In addition to characteristics of academic
problems, such as the need to reason about actions, real-life
problems require detailed knowledge elicitation, engineer-
ing, and management. It is necessary a systematic design
process in which Knowledge and Requirements Engineer-
ing techniques and tools play a fundamental role. A well-
structured life cycle to guide design increases the chances
of building an appropriate planning application while reduc-
ing possible costs of fixing errors in the future. However,
given the natural incompleteness of the knowledge, practi-
cal experience in real applications such as space exploration
(Jónsson 2009) has shown that, even with a disciplined pro-
cess of design, requirements from different viewpoints (e.g.
stakeholders, experts, users) still emerge after plan genera-
tion, analysis and execution.

Conceptually, a design process does not guarantee a com-
plete and flawless model of a planning problem, even with
the existing methods and tools available in the AI commu-
nity (McCluskey 2002; Vaquero et al. 2009). The identifi-
cation of unsatisfactory solutions and unbalanced trade-offs
among different quality metrics and criteria (Jónsson 2009;
Rabideau, Engelhardt, and Chien 2000; Cesta et al. 2008)
indicates a lack of understanding of requirements and pref-
erences in the model. These hidden requirements and ratio-
nales raise the need for iterative model analysis, re-modeling
and tuning process. However, the gathering and interpreta-

tion of the hidden requirements must be made carefully. The
lack of a structured process for acquiring emerging knowl-
edge can lead re-modeling to wrong directions and prevent
a proper judgment of resulting plans, as well as their respec-
tive quality and tradeoffs.

The design process of planning domain models has a sat-
uration point in which further model adjustment make no
significant impact on the final plan. Therefore, the anal-
ysis and evaluation of generated plans - with respect to
the requirements and quality metrics - becomes a funda-
mental step in the modeling cycle. Such a post-design pro-
cess naturally leads to feedback and the discovery of hid-
den requirements for refining the model. While some hid-
den requirements are detected in a single plan analysis cy-
cle, others are only discovery in after several analysis cy-
cles; this aspect indicates that plan analysis have differ-
ent stages of hidden requirements identification. In fact,
the literature on knowledge engineering for planning has
shown interesting tools and techniques for plan analysis,
including plan animation (McCluskey and Simpson 2006;
Vaquero et al. 2007), visualization (e.g. Gantt charts), vir-
tual prototyping (Vaquero, Silva, and Beck 2010), and plan
querying and summarization (Myers 2006). However, all
that work did not consider different identification stages of
hidden requirements and did not explore the effects of the
missing knowledge in the re-modeling loop.

In this paper, we present a conceptual model of a post-
design framework for AI planning applications, called Post-
Design Application Manager (postDAM), that addresses the
different stages of the plan analysis process, including (1) a
short-term analysis stage with simulation and visualization
of plans, (2) a long-term analysis stage with acquisition and
re-use of human-centered rationales for plan evaluations,
and (3) a stage for cross-project analysis that would pro-
vide generalization of knowledge from different domains to
be applied in other planning application designs. The frame-
work aims at structuring the post-design process for the con-
tinuous discovery and identification of hidden requirements
(e.g., constraints and preferences) that would potentially im-
prove the model and, consequently, the quality and perfor-
mance of planners. postDAM was designed as a complement
of the KE tool itSIMPLE (Vaquero et al. 2009) in order to
support designer while dealing with post-design challenges.

This paper is organized as follows. First, we briefly in-



troduce the concepts of the postDAM framework, including
its layered structure for handling the different stages of the
plan analysis process. Then, we describe the layers of the
framework and their role in discovering missing and hidden
requirements, as well in the re-use of domain knowledge.
We provide a short discussion about the components of the
framework that have been implemented in itSIMPLE and the
ones that should be addressed next. Finally, we conclude and
provide some final remarks.

The postDAM Framework
Due to the challenge of capturing requirements from differ-
ent sources during design and the natural incompleteness of
knowledge in complex planning applications, domain mod-
els might not reflect exactly the behavior expected by devel-
opers and stakeholders. Besides the initial expectation re-
flected in the requirements, design participants tend to learn
and recognize their real needs during the development of the
artifact. Incompleteness can mean that most of the recogni-
tion process must be part of the post design process, where a
better and practical view of the system is available. The Post-
Design Application Manager framework, postDAM, aims to
support such an essential phase of plan development.

The primary goal of postDAM is to structure the post-
design process in order to organize the plan analysis and sup-
port the capture of emerging requirements. The post-design
process was designed as a domain-independent integrated
framework with three layers of plan analysis, each requir-
ing a different level of abstraction. As illustrated in Figure
1, the three layers are: Short-term Plan Analysis, Long-term
Plan Analysis, the Cross-project Re-use Analysis. The ab-
straction level in these layers ranges from single plan eval-
uation (for acquiring metrics and rationales and to identify
missing requirements) to the analysis of several cumulative
plan evaluations (to discover hidden knowledge and to al-
low a cross-domain re-use of rationales). Figure 1 illustrates
the layered analysis and how the layers interact and feed the
re-modeling process in order to close the design loop.

We do not aim to replace the analysis done during the
initial design process, but to complement the knowledge ac-
quisition process, enhancing the feedback provided by post-
design. This complementary process is as important as those
performed during model design.

In what follows, we describe the main goal and role of
each proposed layer of the framework.

First Layer: Short-term Plan Analysis
The first layer in the framework aims to analyze plans di-
rectly during the design and development phase. The goal
is to detect malformed solutions and identify inconsistent
behavior, missing requirements and misinterpreted features
that can be clearly spotted by design actors. Each plan is
analyzed individually in an attempt to verify the overall co-
herence of the model and of the resulting plan. Figure 2 il-
lustrates the short-term analysis process.

As the first step in this layer, plans must be validated to
guarantee that they are in fact solutions to the specified plan-
ning problem and that they do not violate any constraints or

preferences defined in the domain model. Performing anal-
ysis without first checking plan validity is a waste of time
and resources. If a plan is not a valid solution, it is necessary
to revise the model of the domain, the plan itself, and the
planner that generated it.

If a valid plan satisfies a problem specification, it does not
mean that it can be directly applied and executed in real life.
There are two main reasons why a plan cannot be directly
executed. First, the plan might be composed of high level
actions that can not be directly executed. This situation gen-
erally requires a post-processing to translate the high level
plan into a low level sequence of actions or procedures that
can be executed by controllers. Second, the specification of
the planning problem and domain of application might be
incomplete which would lead to unexpected results during
the execution. For example, the lack of a safety constraint
in the model to prevent robots from navigating too close to
each other might result in crashes during execution. In this
case, the execution of the plan must be investigated seek-
ing for possible incoherence and unexpected characteristics.
However, testing plan execution in real word can be very
costly, risky, and sometimes impossible. Thus, a more elab-
orated plan analysis must take place. The postDAM frame-
work uses a Virtual Prototyping (Cecil and Kanchanapiboon
2007) approach for such analysis.

A virtual prototyping stage is included in the first layer as
a mechanism for plan simulation, which can reveal incom-
pleteness and omissions in the problem specification or in
the model of the domain of application. The virtual proto-
typing approach provides several advantages in system de-
sign (Cecil and Kanchanapiboon 2007). The approach has
been widely used in industry for reasons such as: it provides
cross-functional evaluation at a lower cost; it enables en-
gineers to consider costly mistakes and downstream issues
earlier in the product design cycle; and it facilitates better
communication of product design issues among engineers
of varying backgrounds (Cecil and Kanchanapiboon 2007).
Connecting AI planning with the literature on virtual proto-
typing would benefit from these advantages.

The purpose of this visual technique is twofold. Firstly, it
serves as a mimic of the real world in which the plan will
be executed. The execution can consider physical proper-
ties that illustrate the applicability of plans in real scenar-
ios. Properties such as collisions, gravity, mass, inertia and
others can be verified (most of the available development
environments for virtual prototyping have these properties
already implemented in embedded engines - they can be in-
cluded or not in the virtual model). Second, the visual and
sound effects provide an excellent means of communication
among design actors, such as domain experts, planning ex-
perts, stakeholders and users. These effects can give experts
and non-experts a clear view of the domain model as well
as an underlying planning strategy, as opposed to looking at
plan traces. Flaws and missing constraints, not detected dur-
ing design (or specification), can be spotted and discussed
by visual inspection (Cecil and Kanchanapiboon 2007). Hy-
pothetical examples of model inconsistency are: a robot tres-
passing solid bodies or sharp corner areas; a robot’s battery
reaching undesirable or unfeasible power levels; or a (pro-



Figure 1: The conceptual model of the postDAM framework

Figure 2: Short-term analysis in the postDAM framework

hibited) sequence of movements made by an autonomous
air vehicle. Generally all these behaviors lead to a revision
in the domain model. Besides the advantage in the model
communication, a visual approach enriches the understating
and familiarity with designs and resulting plans. Depending
on the feedback provided during this analysis, early design
phases must also be revisited.

Other plan visualization and simulation techniques would
also fit on this layer of the framework (e.g., charts and di-
agrams). Similar to virtual prototyping, they serve as plan
communication and plan analysis in the identification of in-
consistencies in the model. However, we believe that virtual
prototyping has a powerful communicative aspect via the vi-
sual interaction.

Creating virtual prototypes demands time and consumes
resources, especially if applied to large and complex sys-

tems. However, its advantages in design support and deci-
sions pay off, as seen in many real engineering problems
(Cecil and Kanchanapiboon 2007). In addition, not all plan-
ning applications can be represented in visualization envi-
ronments. For example, clinical decision support systems
for oncology therapy planning (Fdez-Olivares, Cózar, and
Castillo 2009) do not have a clear virtual representation to
support analysis. For these cases, system or software proto-
typing becomes necessary to provide the same communica-
tion of the model for inconsistency detection.

The short-term layer and the re-modeling cycle are ex-
ecuted as many times as necessary. The cycle stops when
there exists a minimal degree of acceptance (validation)
from the design actors perspective and when changes in the
model do not make any impact on the generated plans. After
the short-term analysis, the generated plans are considered



valid, satisfying the goals and constraints specified in the
model and having no inconsistencies or flaws.

In order to support the process described in Figure 2, the
postDAM framework integrates a knowledge engineering
tool (itSIMPLE (Vaquero et al. 2009)) for the modeling and
re-modeling processes with a virtual prototyping environ-
ment. The former must provide a structured and disciplined
design process while the latter must have a rich simulation
environment that allows realistic representation of the real
domain of application. In this work, we focus on domain-
independent tools that are able to represent and model a va-
riety of planning applications. It is worth to note that existing
work and contributions in plan verification & validation, and
plan execution & control (e.g. (Giannakopoulou et al. 2005;
Fox, Howey, and Long 2005; Cesta et al. 2008)) could en-
hance, complement or fulfill the requirements of the short-
term level, depending of the application.

Second Layer: Long-term Plan Analysis
In real planning applications, distinct valid plans can solve
the same planning problem; however, they might have dif-
ferent qualities and strategies. In some applications (such as
space exploration (Cesta et al. 2008)) there are a number
of criteria to evaluate a plan and complex trade-offs to be
achieved. The definition of a quality metric must be made
wisely and carefully in AI planning problems. The use of
the appropriate quality metrics and the consideration of eval-
uation rationales are essential to the selection of a subset of
valid plans that can be reliably executed. In real applications,
trade-offs must be known and acknowledged.

The second layer of the postDAM framework aims to
support plan evaluation and model refinement based on a
set of specified metrics. Plan evaluation involves the anal-
ysis of quality metric values, plan classification, and ratio-
nale acquisition. The successive plan evaluations gathered
in the long-term can provide important information that can
be pieced together, accessed and explored. This information
is the base for discovering hidden requirements, constraints,
preferences and the real intentions of design actors (knowl-
edge that was not identified during the virtual prototyping
phase). Such discoveries feed the model refinement cycle.
Differently from the first layer, the model refinement en-
visaged in this long-term analysis focuses on enhancing the
plan quality as opposed to plan validity. Figure 3 illustrates
the long-term plan analysis process proposed in the frame-
work.

As illustrated in Figure 3, the first step in the layer refers
to an initial plan evaluation based on a specified set of qual-
ity metrics. In this initial evaluation, the goal is to analyze
the values of each metric, their weights (representing the
importance among other metrics) and to provide a classifica-
tion for each one of them (e.g., a satisfiability level ranging
from bad to good, 0 to 1).

Depending on the specification and experts’ familiarity
with the domain, it is possible that some of the metrics might
have predefined classification functions that map metric val-
ues to classification ranges. The work of (Rabideau, Engel-
hardt, and Chien 2000) describes an interesting approach
for representing predefined metric classification functions in

which each metric is attached to a preference function that
maps values to scores in the interval [0,1] (0 = unsatisfac-
tory, 1 = satisfactory). This approach is used as a reference
in the framework for representing predefined classification
of quality metrics. If such predefined metric classification is
available (for instance through a KE tool), the initial eval-
uation of the metrics can be made automatically. However,
in most real scenarios predefined metrics functions are un-
known. In fact, the complete set of necessary quality metrics
might be unknown in advance. The lack of a complete set
of metrics requires design participants to communicate and
discuss the main aspects of their planning problem solutions
during plan analysis.

As a second step, the framework introduces the process of
acquiring plan metrics, plan classifications and plan evalua-
tion rationales. Since the set of quality metrics might be in-
complete, users can specify new ones during the initial plan
evaluation. Based on individual metric classification and on
the overall characteristics of the plan, design actors provide
the final plan classification by using, for example, the inter-
val [0,1]. Both metric and plan classification are done inter-
actively with users.

Besides plan classification, the framework aims to acquire
human-centric evaluation rationales. Different from existing
work on rationales in planning (Polyank and Austin 1998;
Wickler, Potter, and Tate 2006), we focus on acquiring
human-centric rationales that emerge from user feedback,
observations and justifications during plan evaluation. Based
on general and individual criteria, interests, feelings and ex-
pectations, the rationales from plan evaluation generate ex-
planations and justifications as to why a plan was classified
into a specific quality level. Therefore, we extend here the
concept of plan rationales described in planning literature
with rationales that encompass “why a certain plan element
does not or does satisfy a criterion” or “why a certain plan
does not or does satisfy a preference”. Moreover, these ratio-
nales could explain “why a certain metric does not or does
satisfy a given criteria” and “what is the effect of a given
plan characteristic or element in the plan quality” (e.g., it
decreases or increases the quality). As an example of plan
rationale, one might say that “the plan has a decreased qual-
ity because the robot left a block too close to the edge of
the table” or “the plan has a high quality because the robot
avoided repeatedly passing through the two most crowded
areas of the building while cleaning it”. We call these expla-
nations plan evaluation rationales.

As illustrated in Figure 3, the acquired rationales for plan
evaluations are checked to guarantee correctness and appli-
cability to the plan being evaluated. Valid rationales are at-
tached to the plan. Once analyzed and evaluated, the plan is
then stored in a database of the postDAM framework, called
Plan Analysis Database.

The Plan Analysis Database is an essential component of
the postDAM framework and, in particular, of the long-term
layer. The main role of the database is to support the reuse of
rationales in each initial plan evaluation, i.e., the framework
is responsible for accessing the database and looking up for
rationales that can be applied. For example, if a previously
analyzed plan in the database was annotated with a given



Figure 3: Long-term analysis in the postDAM framework

rationale that refers to a bad sequence of actions and if the
plan currently being analyzed has the same bad sequence,
the rationale can be reused to justify an initial classification
during the evaluation.

Another role of the database is to support knowledge dis-
covery in the long-term scenario. In the right side of Figure
3, we have split the exploration of the analysis data into two
processes. The upper process refers to the manual access to
the database and discovery of hidden requirements, prefer-
ences and constraints. The lower process refers to the au-
tomatic reasoning about plan evaluations and discovery (or
extraction) of the hidden knowledge. Both processes address
knowledge that directly impact in the quality of plans.

The manual process includes the access of the database
to explore and study the information available from several
plan analyses. A proper interface for accessing the data is
required. By investigating and comparing different plans,
classifications, and rationales, designers can perform mod-
ification to the model as they better understand actors’ pref-
erences, justifications and the correlations between a plan’s
properties and classifications.

Since manual identification of hidden requirements can be
time consuming (but sometimes very efficient), an automatic
process for knowledge extraction and suggested model ad-
justments becomes necessary. The postDAM includes such
automatic process which can include specially designed al-
gorithms and AI techniques. We do not get into the dis-
cussion of any algorithm or technique in this paper (an ex-
ample is given in (Vaquero 2011)). Nevertheless, the input
and output must be made clear. The input is a set of evalu-
ated plans (along with their respective classification and ra-
tionales) and, if necessary, a domain and problem descrip-
tion. The output is a set of model modification suggestions
to be analyzed by designers (e.g., a new precondition, post-
condition, constraint, preference, metric, or action).

In order to support the process described in Figure 3,

the postDAM framework integrates the following: (1) the
knowledge engineering tool itSIMPLE for plan evaluation
(including metric acquisition, specification and classifica-
tion), rationale acquisition, and manual discovery of hid-
den requirements; (2) a database for storing analyzed plans;
and (3) AI algorithms and techniques for reasoning about
plan evaluations and discovering model refinements. Be-
sides these elements, it is necessary to consider a good repre-
sentation language to capture plan structures, metrics, clas-
sification and rationales. According to (Polyank and Austin
1998), the most reasonable approach would be to consider
new and existing extensions of Plan Ontologies. In this
work, we propose the use of an ontology-based representa-
tion of plans and rationales to allow reasoning about plan
evaluations. Such an ontology is an extension of existing
plan ontologies that is able to support post-design analysis.
The proposed ontology-based representation of plans and ra-
tionales is discussed in the implementation section.

Third Layer: Cross-project Re-use Analysis
The two previous layers were designed to analyze a partic-
ular domain model. However, the experience gained in the
design of one application can be applied to others with simi-
lar properties. The cross-project layer aims to abstract some
of the experience gathered in the short and long-term anal-
yses and make them available and reusable in the design of
new planning applications. In this section, we focus on the
reuse of quality metrics, rationales for plan evaluations and
discovered knowledge.

Reusing past experience during design has long been used
by other engineering areas, such as Software Engineering.
The term design pattern is commonly used to refer to ele-
ments of reusable software. A design pattern is a general,
reusable solution to a commonly occurring problem. Design
patterns have been successfully used in software engineer-
ing to speed up design, improve quality, reduce cost, and



decrease problem fixing issues (Gamma et al. 1995).
Even though research on design patterns for AI Planning

and Scheduling is scarce, studies like (Long and Fox 2000;
Simpson et al. 2002) have shown that reusable elements can
indeed be useful. Initial work on design patterns for Plan-
ning and Scheduling focuses on enhancing automated plan-
ners to produce plans faster through recognition of common
patterns and the use of specialized heuristics (Long and Fox
2000; Clark 2001). The only work that focuses on the ad-
vantages of reusable knowledge during the design process
is (Simpson et al. 2002). The most significant existing de-
sign patterns are: transportation encapsulating the behavior
of mobile objects that traverse a network of locations (Long
and Fox 2000); construction representing the behavior of ob-
jects that are built from other objects (e.g., assembly prob-
lems) (Clark 2001); and bistate referring to the behavior of
on-off switches (Simpson et al. 2002). The existing design
patterns are limited to classical problems, but this topic has
great potential to evolve with richer domains.

Since design patterns already provide a structured foun-
dation for reusing past experience, in the cross-project reuse
analysis layer we focus on enhancing the patterns for plan-
ning with the knowledge gathered in previous plan evalua-
tions performed in the short and long-term layers. Figure 4
illustrates the process proposed in the layer.

discussed
The main components of the layer described in Fig-

ure 4 are the Plan Analysis Database and the Planning
Design Patterns Database. The former stores specific ex-
periences acquired in plan evaluation cycles (in different
domains), whereas the latter stores general encapsulated,
reusable model elements for planning problems.

The first step represented in Figure 4 aims to generalize
specific knowledge found in the plan analysis database and
enrich the elements in the design patterns database. In this
work we focus on making rationales and discovered knowl-
edge available in design patterns. A matching process be-
tween design patterns and the existing knowledge from the
plan analysis database is required. Conceptually, when a pat-
tern is recognized in a particular domain model that has its
plan analysis stored in the plan analysis database, the ratio-
nales, metrics and model modification referring to that par-
ticular pattern can be analyzed and transfered to the design
patterns database. Since the plan analysis database can be
highly dynamic (new data being stored in each analysis) an
update cycle is necessary to filter new experiences and main-
tain the design patterns database. The techniques and meth-
ods for recognizing and updating design patterns are not in
the scope of this paper. However, ontology matching tech-
niques could be useful in such process (Euzenat and Shvaiko
2007). In fact, the use of an ontological representation of
evaluated plans and rationales in the second layer provides
a foundation for the application of such ontology matching
techniques.

When a new design takes place for a planning application,
existing patterns can potentially be used and explored. The
framework is responsible for providing a design pattern cat-
alog during the modeling phase. When designers import a
selected pattern, all information can be re-used (e.g., quality

metrics, preferences, additional constraints, and evaluation
rationales). Design patterns might also be applied in exist-
ing models. In these cases, the framework is also responsible
for identifying existing patterns in the model, matching the
available knowledge and bringing the attached experience,
if it is not yet explicitly specified in the model.

In order to support the process described in Figure 4,
the postDAM framework conceptually integrates the follow-
ing: (1) the knowledge engineering tool itSIMPLE for per-
forming the update cycle on the planning design patterns
database and for providing such patterns during application
design; (2) a database of design patterns; and (3) mecha-
nisms and techniques for recognizing and matching model
components. Note that it is necessary to consider formalisms
and languages for representing and reasoning about design
models. The KE tool has an important role to provide the
right reusable information at the correct phase of the design.

Implementation in itSIMPLE
In order to support the different layers of plan analysis,
the postDAM framework has been implemented as a post-
design tool for AI planning that integrates several tools, in-
cluding an open-source KE tool, an open-source 3D content
creation for virtual prototyping, an ontology-based reason-
ing system, and a database. The core of this integration is
the KE tool, itSIMPLE (Vaquero et al. 2009). The KE tool
has an important role in every layer of the framework; it sup-
ports human interactions, from metric and rationale acquisi-
tion to knowledge discovery and re-modeling. We have been
designing a series of new extensions of itSIMPLE to fulfill
such roles.

Currently we have completely implemented the first layer
of the framework and partially implemented the second
layer. Regarding the first layer, we have implemented an
extension of itSIMPLE, integrating the KE tool with the
plan validation VAL (Howey, Long, and Fox 2004) for plan
verification and a virtual prototyping environment called
Blender1 for plan simulation. The work described in (Va-
quero, Silva, and Beck 2010) provides a complete descrip-
tion of the short-term plan analysis process. The work in-
troduces a re-modeling support tool that uses virtual proto-
typing techniques for plan analysis. While observing plan
execution and evaluation in a 3D environment environment,
users detect inconsistencies, unexpected behaviors and hid-
den requirements that guide a re-modeling process. In (Va-
quero, Silva, and Beck 2010) we show, through experiments
with benchmark domains, that the impact of a re-modeling
tool on the planning process can be quite impressive, affect-
ing not only the plan quality, but run-time and solvability. In
these experiments, we have detected missing constraints on
the definition of operators, as well as new predicates which
were added to avoid specific scenarios. Such experiments
open a large road for the investigation and understanding of
knowledge captured on post-design.

In the long-term plan analysis, itSIMPLE (Vaquero et al.
2009) has also a central role; it supports human interac-
tions and reasoning processes, from plan evaluation to ratio-

1Blender, available at www.blender.org.



Figure 4: Cross-project re-use analysis in the postDAM framework

nales acquisition and knowledge extraction. We have imple-
mented the following processes: the interactive plan evalua-
tion in which users are able to modify and adjust plan classi-
fication based on their impressions; and the acquisition and
re-use of plan evaluation rationales. This implementation is
describe in the work (Vaquero, Silva, and Beck 2011).

In order to give here an overview of the implemented
components of the second layer, we have integrated itSIM-
PLE with a database system, PostgreSQL,2 and with a rea-
soning system, based on tuProlog.3 The database is respon-
sible for storing plan evaluations and their respective ratio-
nales, while the reasoning system is responsible for infer-
ring rationale re-use in new plan evaluations. In order to
capture, represent and re-use the rationales, we have used
an extension of the Process Specification Language (PSL).
PSL is an expressive ontological representation language of
processes (plans), including activities and the constraints on
their occurrences. PSL has been designed as a neutral inter-
change ontology to facilitate correct and complete exchange
of process information among manufacturing systems such
as scheduling, process modeling, process planning, produc-
tion planning, simulation, project management, workflow,
and business process applications (Grüninger and Kopena
2005).

We have not covered the development and investigation
of all three layers of plan analysis and knowledge re-use.
We have focused on the short and long-term analyses while
the third layer is left for future work.

2PostgreSQL is available at http://www.postgresql.org/.
3tuProlog: see http://alice.unibo.it/xwiki/bin/view/Tuprolog/.

Conclusion
This paper presents the conceptual model of the postDAM
framework. We have emphasized the structure of the pro-
posed framework, i.e., its different layers of plan analysis
that provide a basis for the model modification and refine-
ment. Such refinement aims at the improvement of plan
quality and, as a consequence, the planning performance.
The layers of analysis include a short-term support for detec-
tion of missing requirements, a long-term support for iden-
tification of hidden knowledge, a cross-project analysis and
software tools for knowledge re-use.

We have described the different tools that can be inte-
grated in the framework to assist the discovery of missing
requirements, to support evaluation rationale acquisition and
re-use, and to guide the model refinement cycle. Not all pro-
cesses have been implemented, but some of them have been
developed. In previous work we implemented for example
the first layer of postDAM. We demonstrated in (Vaquero,
Silva, and Beck 2010) that following a careful post-design
analysis, we can improve not only plan quality but also solv-
ability and planner speed. However, in this paper we have
shown the big picture of our research on post-design, aim-
ing at supporting the different stages of plan analysis. In a
real planning application, the analysis process that follows
design becomes essential to have the necessary knowledge
represented and adapted in the model.
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